
Hi, <<First Name>>!

What is training, and is yours comprehensive?
 
When I began Science Of Ultra (SOU), my mission was to provide evidence-
based, actionable information for you to train smarter, so that you can maximize
your chances of reaching your goals.
 
On the SOU podcast (SOUP), we’ve covered a tremendous amount of
information, and I’ve interviewed many of the true legends and pioneers in
respective topics of exercise physiology that are relevant to our sport. You’ve
heard from the masters and experts of their fields within the discipline.
 
I see many articles written in various forums that are intended to help you
become a better downhill runner, or a stronger athlete, or develop better form
through drills, etc. Even if the workouts are good on their own, you will stagnate
in your training by jumping from one ‘workout of the month’ to another without a
deliberate, comprehensive, and long-term plan where each workout makes
sense and fits into the overall framework of your training.
 
This week, the SOUP episode centered on a challenge to you. You may find
this to be one of the most difficult things you’ve done with regard to planning
your training. Take this challenge, see it through, and you will be better for it.
 
First, define for yourself the word ‘training’. When you conceptualize your
‘training plan’, what do you mean by using the word training? Can you develop



a single sentence that defines the term training? This will take some time and
careful thought. Once you have your definition, write it down. It may change
over time and that’s okay; it’s okay for this to be a living definition that adapts
and changes.
 
Second, beneath your definition, draw a few boxes. Put a word or short phrase
into each box that names a fundamental component of training as you’ve
defined it. If your definition of training is the physical exercise that leads to
adaptation - then your options are narrower than a definition that incorporates
everything - rest, psychology, lifestyle, nutrition, hydration, etc.

Third, begin to expand, perhaps with smaller boxes, on each of your major
topics of training. For example, a box labelled REST may include time with your
feet up in the chair, sleep, psychological rest like meditation, etc. while a box
labeled nutrition may include daily diet, training run nutrition, race nutrition, etc.
 
Fourth, evaluate your current activities, over the past week for example. Have
you devoted and distributed the amount of time, effort, and thought to each box,
at least among the highest levels of boxes, in a manner that reflects their
relative importance according to your diagram?
 
Preparing to push your limits requires a comprehensive approach that
considers all of the facets that are important for performance. Great genetics
and a high natural VO2max can help a person overcome poor nutrition, but we
are trying to be the smartest athletes that we can be. That requires taking a
step back once in a while and looking at the big picture along with a critical self-
assessment. This may be the first time you’ve ever gone through this exercise.
Is it time to retool your approach to training? Are you focusing attention to a
limited number the facets of training compared to all aspects of your training?
Are you giving enough attention to thoughtful approaches to all of the important
boxes?
 
I want to do this with you, and I want you to help others in the Ultra Clan. So, e-
mail your diagram to me at shawn@scienceofultra.com You can also use the
contact link on the SOU web page, which is the same address.
 
The format is up to you - in a text document, a photo of a drawn diagram,
whatever you like. I’ll put these into a standard format, find commonalities

mailto:shawn@scienceofultra.com
http://scienceofultra.com/contact


among diagrams and put them on the SOU Facebook page. Then you can
comment, think, and learn from the collective insights and wisdom of all. Over
time, we’ll work out a framework that we can all use to become smarter and into
which we can position the wealth of expertise and actionable information
adopted from the SOU interviews. I will also use this diagram to ensure that I
am covering all of the important topics so that you have valid, reliable, and
actionable evidence-based information to become your ultra-best!
 
I really look forward to moderating this endeavor and working with you on this
project. Again,
Step 1: definition of ‘training’
Step 2: boxes of the major facets of training
Step 3: boxes with sub-topics - as far as you’d like to take it
Step 4: analysis of your current deliberate training relative to your diagram; this
is on your own.
Step 5: e-mail your diagram to me at shawn@scienceofultra.com,
understanding it will change - just a good draft for now.
 
Science Of Ultra is a passion, and I do this for you. Please become a sustaining
partner in the Ultra Clan and support the podcast HERE. Have a great training
day!

All the Best,
Shawn
Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra

You can access any of the prior Ultra Clan Digests here.
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